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Abstract
Attosecond electron bunches and attosecond radiation pulses enable the study of ultrafast dynamics of matter in an
unprecedented regime. In this paper, the suitability for the experimental realization of a novel scheme producing sub-
femtosecond duration electron bunches from laser-wakefield acceleration in plasma with self-injection in a plasma upramp
profile has been investigated. While it has previously been predicted that this requires laser power above a few hundred
terawatts typically, here we show that the scheme can be extended with reduced driving laser powers down to tens of
terawatts, generating accelerated electron pulses with minimum length of around 166 attoseconds and picocoulombs
charge. Using particle-in-cell simulations and theoretical models, the evolution of the accelerated electron bunch within
the plasma as well as simple scalings of the bunch properties with initial laser and plasma parameters are presented.
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1. Introduction1
Current techniques for the observation of ultrafast pro-2
cesses are limited in temporal resolution due to Auger de-3
cay and similar mechanisms changing the electronic struc-4
ture of an atom within time scales of up to few femtosec-5
onds. The development of electron and light pulses in6
the attosecond regime is therefore necessary in order to7
overcome this boundary and make the real-time study of8
these phenomena through both the structural and elec-9
tronic evolution of their constituents possible at full reso-10
lution [1, 2].11
While conventional accelerators are generally restricted12
to pulse lengths of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds, laser-13
plasma accelerators have recently been able to demon-14
strate the production of electron bunches down to few15
fs RMS (root-mean-square) bunch duration [3, 4]. Ex-16
periments with inverse Free-Electron Lasers further re-17
ported the generation of electron pulses of few hundred18
attoseconds length, however, only as part of longer bunch19
trains which has significantly limited their applicability20
so far [5]. For the acceleration of isolated, sub-fs elec-21
tron beams, a number of schemes has been proposed in22
recent years, all majorly based on one of three principal23
setups: laser plasma acceleration with ultrathin overdense24
targets [6, 7, 8] or droplets [9, 10], direct laser accelera-25
tion in vacuum [11, 12] and pulse compression of conven-26
tionally accelerated electron beams [13]. Although for the27
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latter experimental facilities are scheduled to be set up in28
the next years, so far all of these techniques are based on29
simulations and theoretical work most facing a number of30
technical challenges, such as very high laser contrast ra-31
tios, low timing jitters or the need for high power THz32
sources, yet to be overcome.33
2. Injection with a plasma density upramp34
In this paper, we have thus investigated a different ap-35
proach for producing attosecond electron bunches, through36
laser-plasma acceleration with an upramp density transi-37
tion, originally suggested and described in detail by Li et38
al [14]. As shown in Fig. 1, a broad, high intensity laser39
pulse is propagated through a plasma with density profile40
consisting of an upramp from vacuum of length R followed41
by a plateau of constant density n0.42
The effect of the ramped shape on the generated non-43
linear plasma wave is two-fold: on the one hand, the vari-44
ation in density affects the plasma wavelength and hence45








where βgr = vgr/c is the normalised laser group velocity,48
n the local background plasma density and ξ=x-βgrct the49
distance from the local position x to the laser pulse [14].50
A positive density gradient thus leads to an increase of the51
phase velocity βph above 1 (see dashed line, Fig. 1) and52
consequently a suppression of wave breaking and electron53
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Figure 1: Schematic of the plasma density profile (solid line) and
the density-dependent plasma wave phase velocity (dashed line) as a
function of position in the laser propagation direction z. The phase
velocity is derived from Eq. (1) for a distance |ξ| of one nonlin-
ear plasma wavelength λnp = λp (1 + a20/2)
1/4 behind the laser
pulse with λp = (2πc/e)
√
ǫ0me/n defined as the linear plasma wave-
length, and e, me as the electron charge and mass, respectively.
trapping, as long as the density gradient is large enough.54
Note that the phase velocity becomes negative represent-55
ing backward moving plasma waves for very small densities56
with |ξ|/(2n) dn/dx > 1 before approaching a singularity57
with kp → 0, as seen at the beginning of the ramp in Fig.58
1.59
The second effect of the density transition is on the60
width of the plasma wave crests which Bulanov et al [15]61
derived as62
δn =





where βm is the maximum electron quiver velocity in the64
plasma wave. With the phase velocity decreasing towards65
the limit of βgr on the density ramp, the density peaks66
of the wave crests hence narrow down quickly to values of67
tens to hundreds of attoseconds width on the ramp.68
At the transition of the inhomogeneous region to the69
plasma plateau the density gradient drops to zero, so that70
the condition for wave breaking suppression given in Eq.71
(1) is no longer effective. If the laser intensity is cho-72
sen such that the plasma wave is highly nonlinear, a large73
fraction of electrons from the first wave crest is injected74
at this point into the wakefield to be accelerated further75
in the homogeneous plasma. Due to the sudden nature of76
the trapping process, the shape of the injected electrons77
from the wave crest is very well preserved hence forming78
a broad attosecond duration electron sheet.79
While Li et al studied this phenomenon at high laser80
intensities of ca. 5x1019 Wcm−2 [14], corresponding to81
a0 = (eEL)/(mec ω)= 6 (with ω the laser frequency), we82
have focused our research on extending this initial regime83
to lower values of a0, both showing the scheme’s tunabil-84
ity and providing experimentally more easily achievable85
parameters. With particle-in-cell simulations it was thus86
possible to demonstrate a decrease of the required laser87
intensity by a factor of 4 through optimization of the laser88
and plasma properties.89
3. One-Dimensional Simulations90
Figures 2 and 3 depict the results of one-dimensional91
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations performed with the code92
OSIRIS [16] to study the dependence of the electron bunch93
properties from injection in the previously described up-94
ramp setup on the laser strength, pulse length and plasma95
plateau background density. The drive laser pulse was96
assumed to have a wavelength of 1µm with a Gaussian97
transverse and a sin2 longitudinal profile. A simulation98
box of size 145 to 200 µm was used with a resolution99
of 5 nm and 30 particles per cell. As shown in Fig. 2,100
by employing a very short laser pulse the threshold laser101
strength for injection is lowered from around a0=6, as orig-102
inally predicted for n=0.03-0.04ncr (with ncr the critical103
plasma density for the laser wavelength λ) [14], to a0=2.5-104
3 corresponding to an intensity of around 8.6x1018Wcm−2105
to 1.2x1019Wcm−2, respectively. Longer electron bunch106
durations and lower bunch charge are found under these107
conditions, as the strength of the wave breaking process is108
decreased. For a0 <2.5 as well as for a0 <3 at a density of109
3% ncr the accelerating field is below the wave breaking110
threshold and hence no trapping takes place at all.111
Further tuning of the electron beam properties can be112
achieved through variation of, for example, the laser pulse113
length, as seen in Fig. 3(a). Here, a minimal bunch114
duration is found for a pulse length roughly matched to115
the nonlinear plasma wavelength; the charge of the beam,116
being proportional to the duration, behaves very simi-117
larly and exhibits a low charge region around laser pulse118
length values with minimal electron bunch duration. Fig-119
ure 3(b) shows that the electron bunch length decreases120
with plateau background density due to the n-dependence121
of both the plasma phase velocity (see Eq. (1)) and the122
maximum electron velocity. For larger plasma densities,123
however, such as here n=0.07ncr, dephasing occurs very124
shortly after injection spoiling the beam quality through125
stretching of the pulse. The bunch charge increases at126
higher density, as the number of electrons in the plasma127
wave crests available for trapping rises.128
It should be noted that, although the presented 1D re-129
sults provide a good indication of the useful input parame-130
ter regions, they do not provide a reliable quantitative de-131
scription of the injection scheme, as transverse effects, such132
as laser self-focusing and transverse electron injection by133
the ponderomotive force are excluded in one-dimensional134
PIC simulations. The absolute charge and hence beam-135
loading effects are also not calculated fully in the 1D PIC136
code and are therefore underestimated.137
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Figure 2: RMS bunch duration (a) and charge density (b) of the in-
jected electron bunch as a function of laser strength a0 from 1D PIC
simulations. The laser pulse length was taken to be 3µm (FWHM),
the length of the upramp R = 45µm and the background plateau
density n0 = 3.36x1025m−3 (dashed line) and 4.48x1025m−3 (solid
line) respectively.
4. Three-Dimensional Simulations138
For a more comprehensive understanding of the injec-139
tion scheme, including the development of the accelerated140
electron beam throughout longer propagation in the ho-141
mogeneous plasma plateau, 3D PIC simulations have been142
performed with OSIRIS using a comoving window of di-143
mensions 23x110x110µm3 and cell size 16.4x157x157nm3.144
A number of 8 particles per cell is employed and the laser145
is assumed to possess the same properties as in the 1D146
studies with a laser spot size of 30µm (FWHM), a peak147
intensity of 1.2x1019 Wcm−2 and pulse duration of 3µm148
(FWHM) in this case.149
Figure 4 details how the density structure of the plasma150
develops behind the laser pulse. In each case, the laser151
pulse position is marked by a solid line, while the accel-152
erated electron bunch is identified by a dashed line rep-153
resenting the bunch density at x=y=0. Noting the differ-154
ent spatial scales for the longitudinal and transverse direc-155
tions, Fig. 4(a) shows the first plasma wave crest behind156
the laser pulse appearing as an ultrathin electron sheet.157
In Fig. 4(b) a large fraction of these electrons has been158
Figure 3: RMS bunch duration (solid line) and charge density (dot-
ted line) of the injected electron bunch as a function of the laser
pulse length (a) and the plateau plasma density n0 (b) from 1D
PIC simulations. In (a) the background density was taken to be
n0 = 5.6x1025m−3 with a ramp length of R = 100µm. In (b)
the laser pulse length is 4µm (FWHM) with an upramp of length
R = 45µm. In both cases a0=3.
injected into the remaining wakefield with this preserved159
ultrathin form. A strong evolution of the electron beam160
shape is observed after in Fig. 4(c) and (d) due to strong161
transverse wakefields as well as beamloading because of the162
very high initial peak current of 1.6 MA. Within a distance163
of ca. 120µm, the electron bunch has first focused longitu-164
dinally and transversely (Fig. 4(c)) before defocusing and165
losing more than 85% of its initial charge (Fig. 4(d)). At166
this point, the laser pulse has been depleted strongly, while167
the electron beam has reached a mean energy of around168
45 MeV. Note that the bunch itself is defined in this case169
as those electrons having energy above 5.12 MeV, positive170
forward momentum and forming a region of charge equal171
or larger than 25% of the maximum charge. The last crite-172
rion was chosen particularly to distinguish the beam from173
the background plasma where small groups of electrons174
can be accelerated to low energies continuously due to the175
nonlinearity of the wakefield.176
Although the effective electron bunch duration is in-177
creased by the curvature of the beam, a minimum RMS178
3
Figure 4: Temporal development of the plasma density structure around the accelerated electron bunch before (a) and after (b)-(d) injection.
The following simulation parameters are assumed: a driving laser with strength a0=3, pulse length 3µm (FWHM) and spot size 30µm
(FWHM), plasma with plateau density n/ncr = 0.03 = 3.36x1025m−3 and an upramp of length R = 100µm (ramp end at z=123µm). The
solid line further describes the laser electric field, whereas the dotted line is the density of the injected bunch (divided by 15 in (c)) at x=y=0.
length of 166 attoseconds for the whole bunch, and 127179
attoseconds within the central 92x92 nm2 transverse re-180
gion of the beam, is found for a point of strong beam181
focus around 40µm after the end of the upramp. Both182
the ultrashort bunch length and the relatively large charge183
of few hundred pC hence provide very useful conditions184
for a potential use of these electron bunches for radiation185
generation. One aspect to improve, on the other hand,186
is the large beam energy spread of few tens of percent;187
this is caused by a combination of continuous injection of188
electrons just after the ramp end and strong beamloading189
fields decelerating the back of the beam.190
Figure 5 compares the outcome presented here with191
results from published simulations as well as experimental192
bunch length measurements in different setups. As seen193
on the semilogarithmic plot, both simple self-injection [4,194
17, 18] and more complex controlled injection schemes [3],195
such as colliding pulse injection, produce electron beams196
with duration of a few femtoseconds. Much shorter pulses197
are generated as reported by Li et al [14], however, with198
laser intensities 8 to 50 times larger than in the experi-199
mental cases. The regime we have described in this paper200
thus represents not only a region so far unexplored ex-201
perimentally, but also one providing a good compromise202
between ultrashort electron bunch duration and required203
laser intensity.204
5. Summary and Outlook205
Particle-in-cell simulations have shown that sub-fs elec-206
tron pulses can be produced and accelerated in a laser207
wakefield driven along an upramp density profile with a208
minimum laser intensity lower than originally predicted in209
[14] by a factor of around 4. 1D scalings demonstrate a210
dependence of the injected beam properties on not only211
the laser strength a0, but also the laser pulse length and212
background density. Minimum bunch lengths of below 200213
attoseconds are thus estimated despite a relatively strong214
evolution of the bunch within the plasma. Future efforts215
will focus on stabilising the electron beam and reducing216
its energy spread; in this context it is planned to investi-217
Figure 5: Comparison of the minimum RMS electron bunch length
as a function of laser strength a0 from experiments (exp.) and sim-
ulation (sim.) data in different setups. For the upramp simulation
for a0 = 3 the same parameters as in Fig. 4 are used. Note that the
graph is in semilogarithmic scale.
gate more complex density profiles in order to regulate the218
trapping time and propagate the beam more stably after219
the end of the plasma ramp.220
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